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Introduction to Narrative: The Critical thinking Triangle. In this video, students review narrative story elements--kick off,
feelings, and initial attempt--to deepen their understanding of narrative text structure.
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When selecting a text to use for comprehension instruction, be sure to consider your instructional objectives for the
lesson. All texts are not created equal!
We will also want teachers to consider how to engage their students’ deep reading brains as they use culturally relevant
literature to encourage empathy, perspective taking, and reflection on what they are reading.
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Comprehension is a process not a product. It requires students to create a mental model that they will build as you ask
open-ended questions to help them connect what they already know to what they are reading and learning about.

Principal Tip: Support Language Comprehension
Teachers need to understand the language underpinnings of reading comprehension in order to teach children how to
“read text closely” (a Common Core State Standard buzz phrase). Students who struggle with language for any reason
(i.e., English Language Learners, unfamiliarity with academic language, reading or language learning disabilities) must
have highly skilled, well trained teachers!
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Read more to learn more!
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The Literacy How Professional Learning Series translates the latest reading research into how-to
instruction. The Knowledge to Practice book Series—Phonemic Awareness and Phonics, Syntax, Vocabulary,
and Comprehension—is based on the current and comprehensive Literacy How reading model. It draws upon
the authors’ decades of expertise and experience working with thousands of general and special education
teachers. Based on Chall’s Stages of Reading Development, the Series emphasizes Pre-K-3rd grade
conceptual and skill development. Teachers of older emerging or struggling readers will also find these tools
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useful.
Each book contains relevant research, knowledge for effective instruction, activities for instruction and informal
assessment, and text selection skills analysis.
Purchase Comprehension: Knowledge to Practice Book on Amazon
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